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Let A be a self-adjoint (not necessarily bounded) operator in a Hilbert 
space H with norm 11 . jJ . We shall consider, for t > 0 and small E > 0, the 
differential equation 
Jw&)l = f E~a(,+j)Uln+i)(t) + i a$tfqt) + Au,(t) = 0, (1) 
j=l Y=l 
where the a9 are constants and m 3 1, n > 1, along with the initial conditions 
@j(O) = xp (R = 0, l)...) m + 72 - I), (4 
where the xk are elements of a certain dense subset of H (namely, the domain 
of eAa). We shall also consider the reduced or degenerate problem 
L,[U(t)] E f a,lP(t) + AU(t) = 0, 
kl 
(3) 
#y’yo) = XL (k = 0, I,..., n - 1). (4) 
We show, under simple assumptions on the coefficients ak , that these prob- 
lems have unique solutions in H and that 11 q(t) - U(t)11 --f 0 as E -+ 0, 
uniformly for t E [0, T] for any finite T > 0. 
The case m = n = 1, A nonnegative, was considered by Kisynski [I], 
who used somewhat different methods than we shall use. Smoller ([2], [3]) 
extended these results to the equation 
ad:(t) + u,‘(t) + AuE(t) = 0, 
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and showed that // u,(t) - U(t)/1 --+ 0 is not true for initial data in any dense 
subset of H for a perturbed equation of the form 
Ezp)(i) + u,‘(l) + AU&) = 0, 
for p >, 3. Latil [4] extended the results of Smoller to the higher-order 
equation 
Ezp)(I) + up(t) + uk~lu~-l)(t) + a.- + u&yt) + Au,(t) = 0, 
showing that jj u,(t) - U(t)]1 + 0 on a dense subset of H if, and only if, 
p = 1 or p = 2; he also showed that I/U,(~)(~) - Un)(t)lj -+ 0 for certain n 
and t > 0 provided p = 1 or 2. 
Our results contain those of Smoller and Latil for p = 1, but for p 2 2 
the form of the equation considered here is different from that considered by 
these authors. The basic outline of the proof presented here follows that of 
Smoller and Latil, but we obtain the necessary estimates by representing the 
solution as an integral in the complex plane, thus avoiding use of determinants. 
Recently Friedman [7] has studied the degeneration of (I) with variable 
coefficients ai for both the Cauchy and boundary-value problems. For the 
constant-coefficient case our assumptions are weaker than his in that we do 
not require the roots vi defined below to be distinct. 
A SPECIAL CASE: PRELIMINARY ESTIMATES 
We first consider the case H = R, the real line, obtaining estimates which 
will be used later with the functional calculus for the operator A to extend 
the results to a general Hilbert space. We thus consider the differential 
operators 
where a, = A, a real parameter. We ussume, as we may without loss of gener- 
ality, that um+n = 1, a, # 0. We denote the characteristic polynomial of L, by 
j=l k=O 
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and set, for convenience, 
We denote the zeros of the characteristic polynomial P(p, 0, A) of L, by 
Pl ,..., TV,,; these zeros are functions of A but not of E. Similarly, we denote the 
nonzero roots of Q(a, 0, A) = 0 by v1 ,..., vm; these roots depend on neither A 
nor l . We allow any of these zeros to be multiple, and, in the case of the pi, 
these zeros may be multiple for only certain values of h or identically in A. 
One of the chief advantages of our approach lies in the fact that we do not 
have to distinguish between single and multiple roots in the estimates to 
follow. 
We can now state our main assumption on the coefficients a, ,..., a,,,,, : 
FUNDAMENTAL ASSUMPTIONS 
The roots vi satisfy 
Re(v,) < 0 (i = I,..., m). 
Thus there exists /3 > 0 such that Re(vi) < - #? (i = I,..., m); henceforth 
we assume this is satisfied, without explicit mention. Notice that the fun- 
damental assumption concerns not the polynomial P(p, E, A), of degree 
n + m, but rather the polynomial CT-“Q(u, 0, A), of degree m. 
The following lemma on the roots of P(p, E, A) is basic to our approach: 
LEMMA 1. The zeros of the polynomial P(p, E, h) can be labeled 
j%i (i = l,..., n) and V,,, (j = I,..., m) in such a way that 
pi = Pi + O(r) (i = l,..., n) (5) 
uniformly in A and 
fij = Vj + O(E) + O(EnA) (j = I,..., m). (6) 
The proof of this lemma differs from the proof of the corresponding result 
of Visik and Lyusternik ([5], p. 252, 262-3) only in the attention paid to the 
parameter A, and will, therefore, be omitted. We henceforth assume the roots 
of P(p, E, A) indexed as in the lemma. 
LEMMA 2. All zeros of Q(u, E, A) lie in the disk 
lul -=cl +N+EnIhI, 
where 
N = m4l an+,-l I ,..., I al I), 
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for 0 < E < 1. The roots pi lie in the disk 
This lemma follows at once from Theorem 27, 2 of Marden ([6], p. 96). 
We define functions s,(t, E, A) by 
Q& c> 
dt, E, 4 = & f  Q(p, E, A) e(“‘r)t 4 (a = o,..., m fn - l), (7) 
where the positively oriented path of integration includes in its interior all 
zeros of Q(p, E, A) and where 
Q. s p-” In’ 
n-a 
zl pk-la,+k + zl ~~-~u,+~-~p”-~-~ (a = 0, l,..., n - l), 
(8) 
n,+n--u. 
QII = c pk-laa+k (a = n,..., m +n - I). 
kl 
Q&, l ) has degree n + m - 01 - 1 and consists of the product of p-a-1 and 
the leading m + n - 01 terms of Q(p, l , A). 
LEMMA 3. For E > 0 and for each 01 = 0, I ,..., m + n - 1, LE[sJ = 0 and 
the solution of the initial-value problem L,[u,] = 0, u,(“)(O) = xr E R 
(k = 0, I,..., m + n - 1) is given by 
m+n-1 
u, = 1 s&t, E, A) Lx,. 
0=0 
Proof. That L,[s,] = 0 follows from the computation 
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The third statement follows from the first two and the linearity of L,; it thus 
remains to establish the validity of (9). To this end we note the identity 
a-n 
2 an+Pj + i. En-%$ (a = n,..., m + 11 - I) 
P aflQ& - Q = (10) 
(a = O,..., n - 1); 
I.e., p “+lQ= = Q + p,(p, E, A), where p, is a polynomial in p of deg (Y. Thus 
cm-i 
=- 
2ni 
i--“l-lf& ‘9 ‘> dp = 8 j 
Q(P, E, 4 = ’ 
where we see that the final integral is zero by expanding the contour of inte- 
gration to infinity, observing that the numerator of the integrand is a poly- 
nomial in p of degreej - 1 < m + n - 2, hence, at least two lower than the 
degree of the denominator. 
For the degenerate problem we define, in a similar fashion, 
where 
P,(p) = i akpk-a-l, 
k=u+l 
and the contour of integration encircles all zeros of P(p, 0, A). In the manner 
of Lemma 3 we have 
LEMMA 4. 
-u%l = 0, ( 1 -g ’ w,(O, A) = s,i (a = O,..., n - 1); 
the solution of the initial-valueproblemL,[UJ = 0, UC’;’ = xk (k = O,..., n - 1) 
is given by 
la-1 
u = 1 w,(t, A) xa . 
0=0 
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THEOREM 1. Let u,(t, A) and U(t, A) be defined as in Lemmas 3, 4. Then for 
each jixed h and any Jinite T > 0, 
For the case of distinct roots vi , /J+i , this is a known result [5]. We give a 
proof which is valid regardless of the multiplicities of these roots. In view 
of Lemmas 3 and 4, the theorem follows at once from the following lemma. 
LEMMA 5. For cy = n ,..., m + n - 1 andjxed A, 
as c-+0. For Xjxed and (Y =0 ,..., n - 1, 
Proof. First we considers, for 01 2 n. Observing Lemma 2 and the defini- 
tion of Q(~L, E, A), we take for contour of integration the union of the circles 
Cd4 : IPI =242+Jf+ $+I9 
ci: I/L-vi1 =r (i = l,..., m), 
where we choose Y < 3/3/4 small enough that these latter circles are either 
coincident (if any vi are multiple) or disjoint. We stipulate that E be small 
enough that 
I Pi - Pi 
2.5 (2 + 
-M+ Ia-1 
‘I AI) <$. 
Then on C,(e) we have 
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since TV lies outside Ci , 
I P - “i I > t-9 and 
and since I p - pi& I > I p I - E 1 ,Gls / is 
2E (2 + M + &lhl) --s(l +Jf-l 
by Lemma 2. The above requirements on E imply that l I Juk 1 < p/S, whence 
for TV on Ci , 1 p - & 1 > 1 ,U ( - E I i& I a/3/8, and ( /A - ci I I> r/2; thus 
on Ci 
I CXPFL, E, 41 3 (g g)“. 
Denote the union of C,(l) and its interior by C,(l), and let M, denote a 
bound for IQ, I on C,,(l) u C, u *** U C,,, . Then 
•j- f $ jc, / $ / $ebl~)tl I dp I 
i=l 
2c+f, exp [2 (2 + M + $-J I A I) t] m 
d (3m.n-1(2+M I l;nl lXl)n-l +rc;; 
= •~+l-~ . exp 2 
I( 
2 + M + I in , - 1 A I) t] - const + E= . const. 
Since (Y 3 tl, the first part of the lemma follows. 
To finish the proof, we show that for 0 < 01 < n 
E” tk 
Q& 4 ebldt do _ 
f 
p&-4 
C,G) Q(u, ~3 4 
-eutdp+O 
lul-K P(Ps 4 (11) 
as E ---f 0, where for convenience we set K = 2(2 + M + [I A I/] a, I], and 
we show that 
EC Tf 
Qah 4 
c, Q(o, l 3 4 
e(oJf)t da -+ 0 (i = l,..., m) (12) 
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as c + 0. To prove (1 I), we set u = EP in the first integral, observing that 
where clearly Z&J, E) --f P,(r) as E + 0, uniformly in p for ( p 1 bounded. 
Since also Q(E~, E, A) = l P(~, E, A), the left side of (11) is bounded by 
which converges to zero as E + 0 since the integrand does so uniformly. 
To prove (12) we observe from (8) and the definition of Q that 
Qub, 4 1 
Q(u, 5 4 
+- @+I 
uniformly in u for u on Ci , so 
since the integrand of the last integral has no poles inside Ci . This finishes 
the proof of the Lemma and of Theorem 1. 
We now establish two lemmas which will be needed in the abstract Hilbert- 
space problem. 
LEMMA 6. For each a: = 0, I,..., m + n - 1 
where fe is bounded on [0, T] x (0, l ,,] for some E,, > 0 and each T > 0. 
Proof. Let q < 1 be a number small enough that the term denoted 
O(F) + O(PA) in (6) is 1 ess than p/2 in magnitude for E < q, cn 1 X 1 < q. Then 
we have 
Re(;J < - $ < 0 (i = l,..., m). 
Moreover, by reducing q if necessary, we have from Lemmas 1 and 2 that 
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Thus all the zeros of Q(p, E, A) are located in the half-plane 
provided 0 < E < q, ( l A 1 < q. 
Wefirstestimates,forn<or<m+n-l,O<E<q, j~hj<q.For 
the contour of integration in the definition of s, we take the boundary of the 
intersection of the circle I ,LL I < 2 + N + q and the half-plane 
Let 
Ma is independent of h and E since Qa is. We have, on the contour of integra- 
tion, 
1 Q(p, E, h)l b (min [ 1, r /~]r E’~ (2 + M + & I h I)” > l 1’ * const. 
Using these bounds on 1 l/Q I and I Q= I and the bound 
I e(u”/E)t 1< exp 2 
[ ( 
2 + M + &‘“I)‘1 
in the definition of s, , it is easy to derive the estimate 
j s&t, E, A)/ < const E a--nez~2+M~teI~2/la,l~ Lltl 5 
1 s&t, c, h)l” 6 const E Za--2n 4(2+M)t e e (et/la b2 A* n e 
(13) 
using ezab < eae+bt. L(t, e) is bounded on [0, T] x (0, q] since 01 > n. 
We now estimate s, for 0 < 01 < n, 0 < E < q, I enA / < q; the chief 
difficulty here stems from the fact that EA is not necessarily small unless 
n = 1. We introduce a new contour of integration composed of the positively 
oriented boundary of the union of the following regions of the complex 
p plane: 
1. IPI 42+M+$IXI) 
2. 1 p - vi 1 < r (i = l,..., m), 
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where r < 3/3/4 is independent of E and A and is chosen small enough that 
these m circles are either disjoint or coincident (if any of the vi are multiple). 
From (6) of Lemma 1 we have i;, - vj = O(E) + O(cnh) = O(q), so we may 
reduce q further if necessary to insure that 
The contour just defined is the disjoint union of circles with centers at 
certain of the vi and a “circle with bumps” centered at the origin. Denote 
this last component of the contour by C, , the other components by Ci , 
i = I,..., s < m; s as well as C, depends on E and A. Set 
for convenience, and consider TV on C,, . C, is the boundary of the union of 
the disk 1 above and those disks 2 whose centers vi satisfy r + K 3 1 vi ( . 
Since 1 vi 1 > /3 3 4r/3, we have r < 3k for these disks. Thus if u is any point 
on C, , we have j u I < 2~ + k < 7k = 14c(2 + M + [I X I// a, I]). 
For p on Ci we have, using (14) and geometric arguments in the complex 
P plane, 
Thus 
where 
and ct,. is a constant depending only on i and 0~. Noting that the contour is 
composed of disjoint circles if both E and h are sufficiently small, we see that 
the constants c~,~ are defined for i = I,..., m. 
For p on C,, we have, using (14) again, 
IQI >(-;i-)“(2+M++J+“. 
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Thus, using (lo), 
< 
[ 
4 + const e2(2+nr)t exp 
a. I I .A- I X I t/ =A4 exp ]j-$ I X I tl . I 4 I 
Finally, 
from which we easily conclude that 
I SE I2 d g(t, 4 ti2 (15) 
or 0 < 01 <n, 0 <E <q, 0 <P (A I <q, where g is bounded on 
[0, T] x (0, q] for any T > 0. 
We now turn to estimating S, for 0 < E < q, l n 1 h I > q. For this we use 
of integration 
; -;;l N + q) 
the circle ) p I = KP ( h I , where 
so that Ken I h I 3 2 + N + l n ( h ( . On this circle 
I Q ) > 1 (see Lemma 2). Hence, 
/ s,(t, E, /\)I < &=“-‘lnl ‘M,(K@ 1 X I)m+‘+=, 
where M, depends only on QII, i.e., only on (Y. Thus 
1 s, 12 < E20r(KEn)2(m+n--ol) jj,f~@~*"-"t' 1 h 12(7Wn-Q) eA4/2 
d g(4 4 eA*, 
( 16) 
where g is bounded on [0, T] x (0, q] for any T > 0. Here we have used 
the fact that I h lb e-Ap/2 is bounded for any constant b > 0. 
Together, the estimates (13), (I$ (16) imply the validity of the lemma. 
LEMMA 7. For each a! = 0, I,..., m + n - 1 and j = I,2 ,..., and for 
each E > 0, T > 0, there exists a constant fjs,(T, l ) such that 
holds for t E [0, T]. 
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The function f,, I of the lemma is not necessarily well behaved as E -+ 0. 
This estimate is easily made in the manner of the proof of Lemma 6, since 
each t derivative of $A results simply in a factor P,/C in the integrand of the 
integral defining s, . 
By methods similar to those employed above, we have the following result 
for the degenerate operator. 
LEMMA 8. For each a = 0, I,..., II - 1 and j = 0, 1, 2,e.m nue have the 
estimate 
where, for each T > 0, gj,, is bounded on [O, T]. 
THEPROBLEM IN HILBERT SPACE 
Since A is self-adjoint, there is a resolution of the identity {EA} such that d 
has the spectral representation 
,-I= fe AdE,. 
Ir 
For any E > 0 and t > 0, define S,(t, e) by 
S,(t, c) = j” s,(t, E, A) dE,\ (a = 0, l,..., m + n - 1). 
Letting D be the dense domain of the operator exp(kP), we see that D is 
contained in the domain of S,(t, C) because, for x E D, 
II S& c) x II* = j”, I %(t, <, ~11~ d II EAx II’ 
Also, if x, E D (CX = O,..., nz + n - 1) and 
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then u,(t) is in the domain of A, as is shown by the calculation 
ezA*d // E,,xa !le < co. 
LEMMA 9. u, is the unique solution of the Cauchy problem 
m41 = 0, u,!“)(O) = X& (a = o,..., m-tn- 1) 
for s, E D. 
LEMMA 10. U is the unique solution of the Cauchy problem 
LOWI = 0, W’(0) = “r, (a = O,..., m - 1) 
for x, E D, where 
n-1 
w = 1 w,(t) "a 9 
j=o 
W&t) = jm a#, A) dE, . 
--m 
Proof. We prove Lemma 9; the proof of Lemma 10 is similar. In view 
of Lemma 3, we need only verify that for x E D, 
(+-)I S,$, c) x = jym ($)’ s,(t, E, A) dE,.rc (a = 0, I,..., m + n - 1). 
We check this for j = 1; the result then follows by a simple induction. In 
view of the definition of S, , we have 
S,(t + 12, E) Jc - S&, 4 x = -m d 
h J 
--m z s&‘, l 3 4 d-Q 
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for some f’ between h and t + h. Since 
IIJ 
-cc d 
--io z s&t’, E, 4 dE,x - 
J 
,P d 
--oc z s,(f, c, /\) dE,,x I” 
II 
.m 
= 
J I 
d s,(t’, E, A) - $ s,(t, E, h) /’ d/l EAx I,~, 
-m dt 
the result will follow, on letting h -+ 0, by the Lebesgue dominated conver- 
gence theorem if we show that 1 d/dt [s,(t’, E, h) - d/dt s,(t, E, h)] I2 is 
dominated by a function integrable with respect to d/I E,x (1 . For this 
choose T > 0 and h small enough that t and t + h are both less than T. 
From Lemma 7 we now have 
whence the result follows since eA2 is integrable. 
LEMMA 11. If B is a bounded operator on a Hilbert space and 
(d/dt) x(t) = Bx(t), t > 0, with x(0) = 0, then x(t) E 0. 
This is well known; see Smoller [2]. 
LEMMA 12. The solutions u, and U are unique. 
Proof. We will deal with u,; the proof for U is similar. In the usual 
fashion we write (I) as a system 
where X(t) E Hm+n. Let A, be the bounded self-adjoint operator 
A, = silr A dE, and let B, b e t h e matrix obtained from B by replacing A 
with A,; then B, is a bounded operator on H”+“. Suppose that u, is a solution 
for x, = 0 (a = 0, l,..., m + n - l), and let w,(t) = (Ek - EJ u,(t). Let 
Vk(t) be the vector [w,(t), w;(t),..., we+“+‘)], so V, solves I’: = BV, , 
Vk(0) = 0. By Lemma 11, V,c(t) = 0, whence wk(t) = 0. Hence, 
u,(t) = [i we(t) = 0. 
THEOREM 2. For the unique solutions u, and U of (l)-(4) with x, E D 
(a = C, l,..., m + n - l), 
p$ I/ u,(t) - W)ll = 0, 
where the conwergence is uniform in t for t E [0, T], any T > 0. 
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Proof. It will suffice to show that 
where x ED. This follows by the Lebesgue Dominated Convergence Theo- 
rem, Lemmas 5 and 6, and 
Is&, 6, A) - K(t, X)12 < 2(l %(C e, A)/” i I %(4 /\)I’> 
< 2(f,(t, 6) + g&(t)) eA2 < const. en* 
for E < q, (where l 0 depends on T). Since 8 is integrable with respect to 
d I( E,,x (j2, we are done. 
REMARK. Estimates similar to those in the proofs of Lemmas 5, 6, and 7 
can be used to prove that, for any 6 > 0 and T > 6, 
uniformly in t for t E [S, T]. 
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